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l'NITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
10 THE FILES DATE:
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3 THRU: Roger S. Boyd, Chief
Research & Power Reactor Safety Branch, DRL y

MOM J. Shea, Research & Power Reactor Safety Branch 4L'

Division of Reactor Licensing

stigEc1: NORTHERN STATES POWER, MONTlCELLO, MlNNESOTA - NUCLEAR POWER PLANT
DOCKET No. 50-263

,

R. McWhorter, G.E. Washington representative, stopped in the of fice on
January 9,1967, to inquire about the progress on the NSP review. I

,

had just received Amendment No. 3 and based on the review of the new
information observed that:

1. Northern States , cht,1ed positions drastically, but- quietly,
by increasing turbitie by-pass capability to 110% from 15%.
(PPI-6-3 Rev. 12-30-66)- However, there are still a number
of conflicting references to the 15% turbine by-pass cap-
ability.

,

'

McWhorter was surprised at the change and will look into it.

2. The core flooding capability has been increased so impressively
in the revised submission, that it prompts some new consideration
of borating the suppression pool water. Originally, decay heat
was to be removed in the suppression pools. The new reactor
vessel flooding method removes the heat from the core inside the
reactor vessel. Cold unborated water added to a core that may
not have all control rods fully inserted creates a criticality
potential.

McWhorter agreed and will raise the issue again.

3. Figure V-1-5 shows a substantial reduction in MlW capability (33
to 23% at time zero), an increase from 30 to 100 seconds above 21
psig containment pressure and an initial pressure of about 2 psig
in the wet well. Why have these changes been so significant or
are they related to the change from 62 psig to 56 psig containment
design pressure? New curves ere also inconsistent with latest

Quad-Cities-information.-

McWhorter examined the new revision and will question the G.E.
analysts on this.
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